
You Must Stop Cutting Down Trees

Dear paper companies,
Did you know that each year, at least 4 billion precious trees are being cut down greedily?! This is happening
because horrible, evil people are wanting great paper and because of this, there are bad problems such as :
there will be less oxygen, poor animals will lose their pleasant habitats and too much paper will be made. The
government and I agree that there should be less cutting down trees. So, it is certain that you should make
limits for demolishing our wonderful trees!

First and foremost, wrecking our magnificent, pleasant nature will mean that there will be no more
wonderful, impeccable oxygen! It is certain that there will be absolutely no more oxygen because trees
provide magnificent oxygen, and without oxygen, you will die! This is because leaves pull in carbon dioxide and
water, and then, the leaf uses the sun's energy to convert oxygen. So, without our great, pleasant nature,
there will be no more oxygen, so, stop cutting down our trees!

Furthermore, there is way too much paper being chopped down from our nature! Our terrific trees make
our fabulous, precious paper just for us! Did you know that nearly over 4 billion precious trees are being
cut down only for paper every year?! So, it is certain that there must be no more cutting down trees… for
paper! Animals also definitely agree with me as how would they feel if their trees were cut down, then turned
into paper!

Of great importance, it is certain that alarmed, petrified creatures will lose their pleasant homes because
wicked people chop their homes down. How would you feel if you were those little, petrified animals? Would
you like to be chopped and ultimately die and have a tragic death by a wicked hunter? So, you must stop killing
the poor creatures! Because of this, it is imperative that we all stop cutting down trees!

In conclusion, it is inarguable that there must be limits for cutting down trees! If you cut down trees, in the
blink of an eye, we will not have any more oxygen, trees will be cut down for useless paper and poor animals
will lose their pleasant homes because you cut our pleasant trees! You think that these shouldn’t be done,
right? Save our impeccable, wonderful and majestic forests! Make limits for cutting down trees so that you
can only cut 10 trees each per year!

Sincerely,
Kingsley


